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Driver Resources Inc, of Vancouver B.C., contracted M. C. 

Exploration Services Inc, of S. Porcupine, ON, to do extensive 

geophysical prospecting on their Geikie Property, Geikie 

Township, roughly 40 km due south of Timmins, ON. The 1995 

program comprises; line cutting, VLF-EM, Total Field Magnetic, 

and induced Polarization surveys. The favourable results from 

the 1995 surveys along with the interpreted geological setting 

(conij'a ralile to the Texmont Mine, 6 km north), encourages s 

mapping arid 900 meters of drilling.
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l . O

M.C. Exploration Services Inc., of South Porcupine, ON, 
contracted by Driver Resources Inc. of Vancouver, B.C., completed 
geophysical prospecting on the Geikie Property in late summer, 
1995. The Geikie Property, claim 1128950 is found in the SW 
corner of Geikie Township, roughly 40 km due south of Timmins, 
ON. A favourable geological setting and anomalous assays from a 
grab sample prompted Driver Resources to do the work. The 
Texmont mine (former nickel producer 6 km north of the property) 
along with several mineral occurrences in the vicinity encourages 
possible sulphide deposits on this property reported on. At the 
time of development by Driver Resources, Outokumpu Metals also 
explored adjoining properties. The 1995 program performed by 
M.C. Exploration Services comprises; line cutting, total field 
magnetic, VLF-EM, and induced polarization surveys. The sources 
of information used to complete this report include; recent 
surveys (Driver 1995), past work from the Resident Geologist 
Office and published geological maps. Recognition to O R Pyke 
for a fabulous job putting together report 171, Geology of the 
Pc-ti-rlong Lake Area.

2 . O F*

2.1 Owner 6 Description

The Geikie Property, claim 1128950 is registered to Driver 
Resources Inc. of Vancouver, B.C. . It comprises twelve units 
covering near 12 x 16 hectares in the SW corner of Geikie 
Township, Porcupine Mining Division.

2.2 Location fit Accessibility

The property can be reached by mot.or vehicle using a north bound 
haulage road that bisects the property. The haulage road is 
found roughly 10 km east from thr intersection of the Pine South 
Road and the Matachewan turn off, in English Township. The 
haulag^ road is immediately after the transmission line that also 
runs coarsely NS.
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2.3 Past Exploration

The Resident Geologist Office of Timmins, 
files showing past work on the property. 
by INCO in the decade of the 60 's plots 
along the Bartlett-Geikie boundary line. 

assays but record sulphide mineralization 
The holes appear to plot just east of the 
VLF-EM axis. The most recent work ( 

property was in 1990, an airborne Mag 
Aerodat was done by Grages.

ON. has two assessment 
The earliest work, done 
two DDH sites near and 

The logs contain no
within metavolcanics.
main chargeability and 
Figure 1) done on the 
k EM survey flown by

FIGURE 1; 1990 Airborne Survey flown by Aerodat for Grages
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3.0 to l ocf y

3.1 Topography 6 Drainage

The property is flat overall, a valley runs west of north 
appearing to map a trace of a significant fault across the entire 
grid. The valley expands on the south part of the property. The 
access road runs along the west side of the valley. There is 
little or no running water on the property. The nearest body of 
water is 500 m north of the NE corner and another (Fork Lake) 
lies 500 m east, of the SF corner. If a drill program ensues, a 
minimum of 600 m of water line can be expected.

3.2 General Geology

Fripp

Musgrove

Beemer

McArthur

Bartlett

Engl ish

Douglas

Geikie

Zavitz

Fallon

Cleaver

Hincks

Geological Map Coverage, Map 2345 Report 171 (D R Pyke, 1978)

Early Precambrian (Archean) metavolcanic and plutonic rocks 
underlie most of the map-area. Pleistocene and recent deposits 
arc- pa rt icular ly extensive throughout much of the central part of 
the area.

Two cycles of volcanism have been recognized by Pyke, each 
consisting of a lower unit of ultramafic metavolcanics, an 
overlying unit of mafic metavolcanics, and an upper unit of 
intermediate to felsic metavolcanics. The composite thickness of 
the two volcanic cycles is estimated to be in the order of 12,000 
to 15800 m (40,000 to 50,000 feet).

A pretectonic, layered gabbroic sill, with a maximum thickness of 
about 1500 m (5000 ft) intrudes the lower sequence of 
mot avolcanics.
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3.2 General geology continued

Minor felsic epizonal intrusions, probably subvolcanic-, are 
largely confined to the lower metavolcanic cycle.

Late tectonic stocks of granodiorite and monzite were emplaced 
within the confines of the metavolcanic-metasedimentary 
succession. The margin of a large complex granitic batholith 
composed of at least three separate intrusive phases, intrudes 
the lower sequence of mafic and ultramafic metavolcanics along 
the western margin of the map area.

Middle Precambrian sedimentary rocks of the Cobalt Group 
unconformably overlie the Early Precambrian rocks near the 
eastern boundary of the area. Locally these Huronian sedimentary 
rocks are in fault contact with the Early Precambrian (Archean) 
rocks.

Diabase dikes are nun.eious, and are largely Middle to Late- 
Prrcambr i ar ir: age.

The major folds consist of a d.nn.il structure in G^ikit Tnurs-f i[ 
t!i,i 1 is floiiktf! bj larg- v^rr lines tu the north and south.

Numerous major north-trending faults traverse the area, and 
piobabl) form part of th-- Onaping Lineament .

as per/ D R Pyke, DCS Report 171 Geology of the Peterlong Lake- 
Area, 1978.

3.3 Property Geology

Two outcrops on the grid were reported as follows; line 100N @ 
3501V and line 900N @ 250W. B;jt h outcrop and drill logs (TNCO) 
prove meta\olcanics underlie the western part of the grid. The 
broad and dispersed magnetic contours and VLF-EM axis helped 
df lineate th- porphyritic granodiorite on the east part of the 
grid (seen on geological Map 2345 (Peter Long Lake Area, Pyke 
197P). The granodiorite is known as the Gc.ikie Pluton and is 
sjspe-.M of high giiidi me t amorpliism. Intrusive ultramafic rocks, 
vest of the pluton are ii.f ei red by geophysical surveys (TFM and 
IP interpretation). A fragment of an Olivine diabase has been 
magnetic-ally inferred near the north boundary. Several faults
arc also interpreted as follows; twin near NW faults are 
supported by topographical releif and another near EW fault is 
supported by geological Map 2345, all other faults have been 
delineated with the VLF and TFM surveys. The theorized geology 
can be observed on the compilation map in section 5.1 
(cone l usi on).
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4 - O

4.1 Line Cutting

A. cj e r* d .

The start point for the grid was at the SK corner of Geikie 
Township where- line O was extended easterly 400 m to then turn 
off the baseline O with an Azimuth of north zero degrees true. 
Both tie lines 400W and 400E were turned from line O and run 
parallel to the baseline. Thirteen cross-lines separated by 100 
m intervals reach both tie lines. The entire grid was picketed 
and chained at a 25 m interval. The crews completed the cutting 
in August , 1995.

4.2 Magnetic Survey Procedure

The geophysical crews read the grid in September, 1995 using a 
TerraPluF. CSM-19, Overhauser magnetometer to read the Total 
Magnetic Field. A similar magnetometer monitored the diurn.il 
drifl fron line O @ lOOr aiv? us.-d a leferc;; field o r 5?M m nT 
to smooth tin- d^-ta. Th' iwigr.et omct er b have a p: ecj a lun of C.] nT 
and occura-?y of 0.2 nT . The 14 km grid coi.ipr.i v. t. :-. 113-^ fct.it ioiin 
lead at a 12.5 n. interval ranging fron. 57252 nT to 60227 nT .

4.3 Magnetic Survey Results

Tht low magnetic values seen along the eastern limit of the grid 
(noticeable along tie line 400W), is perhaps a dipole effect from 
the largi array of high intensities flanking east. The high 
frequency noise seen fron- line 200N @ 400E to 1200N @ 300K infers 
an underlay of ultramafic- rocks. The high magnetic values at, 
line O @ 325W also infers an underlay of probable ul t ramaf ies . 
Tht resistivity survey does not refute this theory. Confined 
narrow corridors of lower high magnetic intensities (compared to 
the response of the ultramafic units) crossing lines 200N to 8l?0\ 
west of the bdseline is pel haps refleeting intercalated I ror, 
Formations. A high magnetic anomaly coarsely parallel to l i ne 
1200N, from tin baseline to 125E infers an olivine diabase-. The 
distortion in contours along and near line 300N delineates an 
easterly extent of a fault seen on geological map 2345 (Pyke 
197?). Further distortion in contours at the NF corner infers a 
NE' fault aiicl is postulated to t rend southerly across J i nr-s: 700N 
to ru.ar 300N reaching the EW fault. Two near EW faults are also 
postulate; the first between lines 900 and l DOON and the second 
l.etw:jcn lirn.-s 700 and 800N. Low magnetic susceptibilities in 
coii junot ion with topographical relief infers tuin W of N faults 
bist-el the property from line O and extend beyond tie line 400K .
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4.4 VLF-EM Survey Procedure

The VLF survey read at the same time as the magnetic survey read 
all EW lines with the Geonics EM-16. The selected 21.4 frequency 
of Annapolis, Maryland searching for NS anomalies read facing 
proximate to grid east. The 10.4 kilometer of coverage (xlines 
only) read at a 25 m interval.

4.5 VLF-EM Survey Results

The labyrinth of VLF-EM anomalies are explained as follows; The Z 
series can only be explained by topographical relief at this 
time, the G anomalies represent the pluton contact, the V 
anomalies represent ultramafic contacts, the F anomalies 
represent fault axis, anomaly B, C and D are problematical, 
anomaly A shows the center axis of an interpreted sulphide 
conductor. For convenience a Fraser Filter map. Plan 3 car be 
found in the back pocket.

4.6 I.P. Survey Procedure

The selected time domain induced polarization survey ensued the 
mag and vlf survey during September, ]99 ci. Tho Dipole Dipole 
survey configuration used an A spacing of 50 m and read fron. nl 
to n6 inclusively. The trailing current, electrodes induced the 
current easterly for all lines with no observed current under 100 
mi l l iAmps. Crews used the fixed TSQ-3 transmitter (Scintrex), 
with an 8 second duty cycle in conjunction with the Androtex TDR- 
f) . Six dipolcs were read at a timo with a delay of 80 
n-.i 11 isecondes before intergrat in-3 for 1760 milliseconds 
(individual gate time can be observed on the sections). The 
results plotted using Geosoft comprise ten sections from line 
100N to line 1000N.
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FIGURE 2; Geophysical Results, plotted at 1: 20,000 (metric)
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5.7 I.P survey Results

Sections 100N to 1000N inclusively, show a prominent 
chargeability anomaly near and along tie line 4001V. From lines 
SOON to 1000N the anomaly shows a westerly dip. On line 400N it 
appears near vertical. Line 300N, with a shallow dip easterly 
seen on the chargeability section occurs where the EW fault axis 
is plotted. Line 200N shows the zone near vertical, and line 
100N shows an easterly dip. Sections 100N to 900N show a varying 
resistivity high along the east flank of the prominent I.P. 
effects. Section 1000N shows the resistivity high nearer and in 
part under the high chargeability zone. The resistivity high 
intruding from depth infers that there is a superpose of 
metavolcanics with an ultramafic unit intruding from below. The 
survey results seen on Plans 5 and 6 (also Figure 2c and 2d) 
represent filtered values from nl down to n4. The amount of 
samples used to produce the posted results (on Plans 5 and C) can 
b(" viewed OD the Plan Maps lcgeiid. The chargeability map (Plan 
5), distinguishes the mineralized zone with a homogeneous halo 
for its entire length. A disr.i t-tioi see-i. along lino 30CN is due 
to ai, existing EW trending fav.,-lt. Tl . I.r. effects cxtti.ding 
easterly infers that na ncral izat ion has pi ecipit.at ed into t he- 
fault easterly. The highest chargeability value is seer, c r line 
500K at station 225W. Plan 6, showing filtered apparent 
resistivities responds to the mineralized zone with a sinuous 
corridor of resistivity lows between the baseline and tie line 
400W. Flanking east to this sinuous low trend, dispersed 
gathering of contours infer an ultramafic unit. The opposing 
sinuout- trend east of the baseline reflects the proximate contact 
of the- Geikie Pluton.

5 - O I m ft l i c: .a t i o n

5.1 Conclusion

The VLF survey delineates a reliable axis for the broad 
chargeability zone mapped by the I.P. survey. A mapping program 
would perhaps prove that tht? VLF is^ in faet very useful in 
del ine.it ing the fault axis. The t woscn.c tiains of VLF anomalies 
seer: at t lie NK corner are thought to bc a northerly extent of the 
faults delineated at the south trending NW. A NE trending fault 
at the NE corner is favoured for gold occurrences if compared to 
the Theriault Property near the southern end of McArthur Lake. 
It is believed that the magnetic survey reflects ultrabasic rocks 
predominantly, however the narrow magnetic gathering of contours 
along the main EM and chargeability anomaly is believed to map 
Iron Formations inclusive to the main body (mapped by the 
chargeability).
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FIGURE 3; 1996 Compilation Map of the Geikie Grid.

The geology is interpreted using the recent 1995 geophysical 
surveys in r-on junction with Map 2345, Geology of the Peterlong 
Lake area Pyke, 1978). Difficulty arises attempting to 
delineate t ne fault axis due to the high frequency noise 
generated by the geophys i ea l instrument s over this part icular 
geological sett ing. It is obvious that there is extensive 
folding and f au It ing on the grid attributed by high grade 
met amor ph ism.

DRIVER RESOURCES foe



5.1 Conclusion continued

The Induced Polarization (resistivity) survey identifies 
additional intrusive rocks than that seen on the Peterlong lake 
Geology (D R Pyke, 1978). These intrusive units in conjunction 
with other factors (IF S Felsic volcanics) favours the property 
for a similar geological setting as the Texmont Mine.

FIGDRE 4; Texmont Mines nickel deposit (south zone). Vertical 
section 43^0 N, looking north. Ore zone occurs in 
massive serpentinites (after Eckstrand, 1972).

scro&s 0.9 m 13 feet i and 0.3P ounre (old per ton across l .2 m M feel) respectively 
(Resident Geologist's Files. Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources. Kirkland 
Lake)

Nickel

Ir. 1970 Sheridan Geophysics limited leased (for a term of 20 years'tht Tei 
mroi Mines Limited nickel pntperty located along the northern half of ihr Ban 
Ic::-Geikit Township bt-undurN In 1971. Sheridan Geophysio Limned brought 
tht proprr.y uv.' pnjuf!i.^n or*- revives were estimated at 3.8**.i.(i(ii ton? grad 
ing l O perii-m nickel af;er dilution 'Northern Miner 1971 *

Tht dept^i: occurs near th* base of a serpentmized uhraniafii un.t with a 
maximum thickness of about 15("' m (5.000 fee!} which is largely composed of ui- 
tra.T*afk volcanic flows Flows similar lo lhi*e in Mur.rc Township.lsrt- section 
or. "I'ltramafk Metavokam:-?" Figure 2) can be observed in outcrop- immed;- 
ately eas: of iht trondhjemite, which forms a small stuck near the western 
boundary of Geikie Township No definite flow*, have been outlined in the nar 
row tone of ultramafk rocks wesi of the trondhjemite, which marks the onset of 
the second cycle of volcanism as interpreted by the writer, and form?- the host 
rocks for the nickel sulphidr orebody

The basal ultramani rocks are divisible into twc. mam units (Erksirand 
I972i-

111 A lower unit of massive serpentinite, about 107 m 1350 fee:i thick 
which contains rare spimfei-lexture and encloses the ore ZOTM^ (Figure 
61 Several narrow tones of felsic metavolcanics. inm formation and met
 sediments are found in this lower unit and appear to be intercalations 
rather than lenoliths. thereby suggesting a possible flow origin for the 
massive serpentinite (Eckstrand 1972i
(21 An overlying unit at least 180 m (600 feet l thick that contains ahun 
dam Bpinifek-leilured serpentinite No flow contacts have been ob- 
aer\ed. and the spinifei-teitured rocks tend to form discontinuous pods 
or lenses thai generally (how gradational contacts with the enclosing 
serpentinite: also. Eckstrand and Miller (1973) report that the spinifei 
does not show the same crystal habit or grain size gradations as those 
known to occur in aome Aow^ This overlying unit possibly represents 
one or more subvokanic intrusions.

A zone of nickel mineralization, with which the ore lenses are associated, has 
been traced over a length of about 580 m (1,900 feet), end a width of up to 58 m 
(190 feet) (Leigh 1971). This mineralized zone dips steeply east and trends some 
what obliqueK. NW E. to the general north trend of the enclosing ultramafii 
body

Two main ore zones have been outlined on the property (Figure 7):
1) A north zone consisting of a number of sub-parallel lenses, the "A"
 one is the main lens and the one currently (I972| being developed at 
the mine
2) A south zone which has been denned by a number of wrface and un 
derground diamond-drill holes The nkkel-beahng minerals onsist

42

-T*.mon! U^et ntcfcel Oepout (i 
Or* tent occur* an mcss*** ***i

ne) VerK.4 MCtaV^ 43- SO* N. lOO-ung fi 
(a**e- Eckst'^nd 1972)
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5.2 Recommendation

A geological mapping program would be helpfull in delineating the 
fault axis, folds and contacts and positively identify the 
outcrop located on line 900N at 200W. It would also be 
beneficial to find a source of water before a drill program.

Four drill sites are encouraged as follows; Line SOON at 300W 
with an Azimuth of N900T, Dip -50 O , testing the mineralized zone 
postulated to be limited at 100 m down with an underlying 
intrusive unit. The I.P. section for this line raises suspicion 
as to a possible parallel zone underlying the prominent zone. A 
second hole at 50V.' en this same line SOON would tost for a 
similar Texmont Mines signature. A bearing of N180 T and dip of 
-SO 0 would test for any possible mineralized zone east of the 
postulated Iron Formation. A third hole on line 1000N at 
station SOW. bearing K180 0 T, dip -500 would test a weaker 
chargeability anomaly flanking east of the prominent zone. The 
fourth an.1 fina] hole i? also proposed on line l DOON at 200E to 
investigate the aberration seer, under 27SE on section 100C\ along 
the VLF-FM inferred EW trending fault.

Summary of holes;

Location
500\/ 300W
SOON ' -OK

l COON/ SOW 
100CN/ 200E

Bearing
N 900T 
N1800 T 
N18C0 T 
N 900 T 
Total met

Dip
-500 
-500 
-SO 0 
-500 

e r age;

Depth
250 m 
250 m 
250 m 
150 n. 
900 m

Respectfully Submitted;

R: J. Daigle
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Certify

1. I have received an Electronic Technologist Certificate in 
1979 from Radio College of Canada, Toronto, ON.

2. I have been computer literate and utilized geophysical 
equipment for fifteen years.

3. Experienced Max-Min ( HLEM ) interpretations along with field 
operations under the supervision of John Betz, 1979- 81.

4. Geophysicist Assistant for Kidd Creek Mines under the 
supervision of Mr. Doug Londry, 1981- 85.

5. Fulfilled geophysical contracts in NE Ontario, 1985-87.

6. Fulfilled geophysical contracts ( IP, HLEM, MAG, SP ) in 
Eastern Canada and submitted reports, 1987- 92.

7. I have been employed by M.C. Exploration Services Inc as 
Geophysical Evaluator for the past four years.

8. I have no direct interest in the property reported upon.
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*. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

3.1 Physlcol Overview
The parts of the GSM-19 magnetometer/gradiometer are a? follows.

* The lensor is a dual coil type designed to reduce noise and improve gradient tolerance. The 
coils are electrostatically shielded and contain a proton rich liquid in a pyrex boule, which 
also acts K an RF resonator.

* The sensor cable is coaxia'. typically RG-58.U up to 100m long
* The staff is made of strong aluminum tubing sections (plastic staff optional). This construction 

•Hows for a selection of sensor elevations above ground during surveys. For best prec.s.on the 
full staff length should be used Recommended sensor separation in grad.ometer mode is one 
staff section (56cm from sensor axis to sensor axis), although two or more sections are 
sometimes used for maximum sensitivity.

* The console contains all the electronic circuitry. It has a 16 key keyboard, a 4 x 20 character 
alphanumeric display, and sensor and power/input/output connectors. The keyboard also 
serves ai an ON-OFF switch.

* The power/input/output connector also serves at R5232C inpul'oulput and optionally as 
analog output and/or contact closure triggering input.

* The keyboard, front pane!, and connectors are sealed i. e. the instrument can operate under 
rain) conditions.

* The charger ha' 2 levels o' cha-ging full and trickle, switching autorr.ai.caH> from one to 
anoiSe-. Input is normal') 110V 50 60Hz Opt'Ona'l). 12 VDC inpjt can bf p-o..dtd

* Tht at'-meta: housing of ths consDle goa-antees excellen- EM' p'oteri.on

If ln cro- Re e o:-e t C

2. INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 Mognetomete- 7 Grodiometer
Resolution: O 01 nT (gamma', magnetic field and gradient. 

0.2 nT over operating range.
20.000 lo 120.000 nT. automate tuning requiring initia1 sei-up. 

O.e: 10.003 nT/m
3 second; m'-nirrum. fa?te' op'ionaV Read.ng; initialed from key- 
bsa-d erfe-na 1 trigger, or carriage return via RS 232-C- 
e p^n weatSe-p'Oof connector. RS-232C. and (opf.ona 1 analog
OJlf Jl
12 V. 20-r m\ peal, (dj'ing pola-izaTion1 . 3C m*, slandb) 30D-rA
p?a" in g'adiometer modi
Ir.terna1 12V. 1.9 Ah sea'ed lead-acid bavef) slanda-d. others op-
t.ona' An txiernal 12V pD^er source ea-, a'io be used
Input: 110 220 VAC. 50'60 H2 and or 12 VDC (oprional..
Output: 12V dja! level charging
Temperature: -40 "C lo *60 *C.
Banery Voltage: 10.0 V minimum to 15V maximum.
Humidity: up lo 90n7o relative, non condensing

-50t lo *65"C
Console: 223 x 69 x 240mm.
Sensor Haff. 4 K 430mm sections
Sensor: 170 x 71mm dia.
VI eight: Console 2.l kg Start 0.9kg Sensors 1.1 kg each.

Accuracy:
Range:
G'ad'enl Tolerance:
Operating intervaV

Inpjl'Output 

Po.ver Requirements 

Pow.er Source. 

Ba'ter) Charger 

Operating Ranges:

Storage Temperature: 
Dimensions:



MAGNETIC SURVEY 

Theory;

The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the 

shape and magnitude of the earth's naturally occurring magnetic 

field caused by changes in the magnetization of the rocks in the 

earth.

These changes in magnetization are due mainly to the 

presence of the magnetic minerals, of which the most common is 

magnetite, and to a lesser extent ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and some- 

less common minerals.

Magnetic anomalies in the earth's field are caused by 

changes in two types of magnetization: induced and remanent 

(permanent). Induced magnetization is caused by the magnetic- 

field being altered and enhanced by increases in the magnetic 

susceptibility of the rocks, which is a function of the 

concentration of the magnetic minerals.

Remanent magnetism is independent of the earth's magnetic 

field, and is the permanent magnetization of the magnetic- 

particles (magnetite, etc.) in the rocks. This is created when 

these particles orient themselves parallel to the ambient field 

when cooling. This magnetization may not be in the same 

direction as the present earth's field, due to changes in the 

orientation of the rock or the field.



The most common method of measuring the total magnetic 

field in ground exploration is with a proton precession 

magnetometer. This device measures the effect of the magnetic 

field on the magnetic dipole of hydrogen protons. This dipole 

is caused by the "spin" of the proton, and in a magnetometer 

these dipoles in a sample of hydrogen-rich fluid are oriented 

parallel to a magnetic field applied by an electric coil 

surrounding the sample. After this magnetic field is removed, 

the -lipoles begin to precess (wobble) around their orientation 

under the influence of the ambient earth's magnetic field. The 

frequency of this precession is proportional to the earth's 

magnetic field intensity. 

Field Method:

The magnetic data was collected with GSM-19 Overhauser 

procession magnetometer, which measures the absolute value of 

the earth's magnetic field with an accuracy of .2 nanoTeslas. 

The magnetometer was carried down the survey line by a single 

operator, with the sensor mounted on an aluminum pole (preventing 

any surface noise). Readings were taken at 12.5m intervals.

The readings were corrected for changes in the earth's 

total field (diurnal drift) with a similar GSM-19 base station 

magnetometer, which recorded readings every 30 seconds as the 

survey was being conducted. The data from both magnetometers 

was then dumped with a computer and base corrected values were

computed.
( II )



Pionccied and patented exclusively by Geonics Limited, the 
VLF method of electromagnetic surveying has been proven to 
be a major advance in exploration geophysical instrumentation.

Since the beginning of 1965 a large number of mining 
companies have found the EM16 system to meet the need lor 
a simple, light and effective exploration tool for mining 
geophysics.

The VLF method uses the military and time standard VLF 
transmissions as primary field. Only a receiver is then used to 
measure the secondary fields radiating from the local con 
ductive targets. This allows a very light, one-man instrument 
to do the job. Because of the almost uniform primary field, 
good response from deeper targets is obtained.

The EM16 system provides the in-phase and quadrature 
components of the secondary field with the polarities indicated.

Interpretation technique has been highly developed particularly 
lo differentiate deeper targets from the many surface indications.

Principle of Operation
The VLF transmitters have vertical antennas. The magnetic 
signal component is then horizontal and concentric around 
the transmitter location.

Specifications
Source of primary field 

Transmitting stations used

Operating frequency range 

Parameters measured

Method of reading

Scale range 

Readability

Reading timeVLF transmitting stations.

Any desired station frequency can be 
supplied with the instrument in the 
form of plug-in tuning units. Two 
tuning units can be plugged in at one 
time. A switch selects either station.

About 15-25 kHz.

(1) The vertical in-phase component 
(tangent of the tilt angle of the 
polarization ellipsoid).
(2) The vertical out-of-phase (quadra 
ture) component (the short axis ol the 
polarization ellipsoid compared to the 
long axis).

In-phase from a mechanical inclino 
meter and quadrature from a calibrated 
dial. Nulling by audio tone.

In-phase * 150**; quadrature ± 40*. Shipping weight

10-40 seconds depending on signa' 
Strength.

Operating temperature range —40 lo 50* C 

Operating controls

Power Supply

Dimensions

Weight

Instrument supplied with

ON-OF F switch, battery testing pus 
button, station selector, switch, 
volume control, quadrature, dial 
•i. 40**. inclinometer dial ± 1M*/.

6 size AA (penlighl) alkaline cells 
Lite about 200 hours.

42 x 14 x 9 cm (16 x 5.5 x 35 in.) 

1.6kg(35lbs.)

Monotonic speaker, carrying case, 
manual of operation. 3 station sele 
plug-In tuning units (additional fre 
quencies are optional), set of batte

45Vg(10lbs)

, Figure?

f~FOMIfX l IMITFD Designers 4 manufacturer* 
^tVJINIV-D LI/VHItU of geophysical instruments

O?

2 Thorncliffc Park Drive 
Toronto/Ontario/Canada 
M4H 1H2 
Tel:(*l6)4?5



PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The VLF-transmitt ing stations operating for communications 
with submarines have a vertical antenna. The antenna current 
is thus vertical, creating a concentric horizontal magnetic 
field around them. When these magnetic fields meet conduc 
tive bodies in the ground, there will be secondary fields 
radiating from these bodies. This equipment measures the 
vertical components of these secondary fields.

The EM16 is simply a sensitive receiver covering the fre 
quency band of the new VLF-transmitting stations with means 
of measuring the vertical field components.

The receiver has two inputs, with two receiving coils built 
into the instrument. One coil has normally vertical axis 
and the other is horizontal. i

l
The signal from one of the coils (vertical axis) is first j 
minimized by tilting the instrument. The tilt-angle is l 
calibrated in percentage. The remaining signal in this coil 
is finally balanced out by a measured percentage of a signal 
from the other coil, after being shifted by 90 O . This coil \ 
is normally parallel to the primary field. ;

Thus, if the secondary signals are small compared to the i 
primary horizontal field, the mechanical tilt-angle is an : 
accurate measure of the vertical real-component, and the . 
compensation ^V2-signal from the horizontal coil is a i 
measure of the quadrature vertical signal. |

l
i

SELECTION OF THE STATION
i

The magnetic field lines from the station are at right angles j 
to the direction of the station. Alv/ays select a station j 
which gives the field approximately at right angles to the j 
main strike of the ore bodies or geological structure of the 
area you are presently working on. In other words, the strike , 
of geology should point to the transmitter. Of course, ±450 ; 
variations are quite tolerable in practice.

The selection of the proper transmitting station is done by 
plug-in units inside the receiver. The equipment takes two 
selector-units simultaneously. A switch is provided for 
quick switching between these two stations.

To change a plug-in unit, open the cover on top of the in 
strument, and insert the proper plug. Then close the cover 
again.



Here is a list of some of the stations useful in Canada and 

United States.

Station NAA: Cutler, Maine " Frcq. 17.8 kHz

Station NJ^f: Seattle, Washington Freq. 38.6 kHz

Station NSS: Annapolis, Maryland Freq. 21.4 kHz
on— NBA: Fonoma C1 ! e. q-. — 2 4. t) k-H-e-

For European use CBR: Rugby, England Freq. 16.0 kHz
NWC: Australia Freq. 22.3 kHz

When ordering an instrument, consult Geonics for latest 

information for best selection of stations.

TAKING A READING

The direction of the survey lines should be selected ap 

proximately along the lines of the primary magnetic field, 

at right angles to the direction to the station being used. 

Before starting the survey, the instrument can bfe used to 

orient oneself in that respect. By turning the instrument 

sideways, the signal is minimum when the instrument is 

pointing towards the station, thus indicating that the 
magnetic field is at right angles to the receiving coil 
inside the handle.

To take a reading, first orient the reference coil (in the 

lower end of the handle) along the magnetic lines. Swing 

the instrument back and forth for minimum sound intensity 
in the speaker. Use the volume control to set the sound 

level for comfortable listening. Then use your left hand to 

adjust the quadrature component dial on the front left cor 

ner of the instrument to further minimize the sound. After 

finding the minimum signal strength on both adjustments, 
read the inclinometer by looking into the small lens. Also, 

mark down the quadrature reading.

While travelling to the next location you can, if you wish, 

keep the instrument in operating position. If fast changes 
in the readings occur, you might take extra stations to pin 

point accurately the details of anomaly.

The dials inside the inclinometer are calibrated in positive 

and negative percentages. If the instrument is facing 180O 

from the original direction of travel, the polarities of the 

readings will be reversed. Therefore, in the same area take 

the readings always facing in the same direction even when 

travelling in-opposite way along the lines.
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Figure 2
The TSQ-3 Transmitter and Motor-Generator Set

Tine Domain: T - 1,2.4 or 8 seconds, switch selectable

n n
Frequency Domain: T - J, and f - 0.1. 0.3. 1.0 or 3.0 Hz.

f

U U U U
Figure 3
The TSQ-3 Output ^ve fonts



The Motor-Generator Set consists of a reliable Briggs .nd Stratton 
four stroke engine, coupled to a brvshless permanent .agnet .Iter 
ator. The transmitter design employs .olid-.t.te components both 
for power .witching .nd control circuits. Output waveforms .nd 
frequencies .re .witch .electable; square wave continuous for 
frequency domain .nd .quare wave interrupted for time Jomai". The 
Programmer is crystal controlled for bigh stability. While care 
Still mist be taken when working with bigh voltages, the TSQ-3 
features overload, underload .nd thermal protection for .axlmum 
..fety. Stabilisation circuitry .nsures that the output current 
Is automatically controlled to within *O.U for up to 20X external 
load or *10X Input voltage variations. Voltage current .nd 
circuit resistance .re presented on a LED digital display.

Basically, the Motor-Generator and Transmitter function .s 
follows. The .otor turns the generator (alternator) which 
produces 800 Hz. three phase. 230 V AC. This **ergy is trans- 
foraed upwards according to a front panel voltage setting in a 
large transformer boused in the TSQ-3. The resu ting AC is then 
rectified in . rectifier bridge. Collator switches then control 

. the DC voltage output according to the vaveforu and frequency 
.elected.

2. TSQ-3 Transmitter Console t Motor - Generator Specifications

Transmitter Console

Output Power

Output Voltages

Output Current

Output Current 
Stability

3000 VA maximum

300. 400. 500. 600. 750. 900. 1050. 1200. 
1350 and 1500 volts, switch selectable

Automatically controlled to within *0.1X 
for up to 20X external load variation or 
up to *10X input voltage variations.

Stabilization Over- 
range Protection

Bigh voltage .huts off automatically if 
the control range of 20X is exceeded.

Digital Display Light emitting diodes permit display up to 
1999 with variable decimal point; switch 
selectable to read input voltage, output 
current, external circuit resistance, dual 
current range, switch selectable.



Current Reading 
Resolution

10 mA on coarse range (1-lOA). l siA on 
fine range (0-2A)

Frequency Domain 
Vavefom

Square wave, approximately 
polarity change

off at each

Frequency Domain Standard: 0.1. 0.3. 1.0 and 3.0 Hz, switch
selectable.
Optional: any number of frequencies In
range 0.1 to 5 Hz.

Time Domain Cycle 
Timing

t:t:t:t; on: of f:on:off: automatic

Time Domain 
Polarity Change

Each 2t; automatic

litre Domain Pulse 
Durations

Standard: fi,2,4.8,16 and 32 seconds 
Optional: any other timings

Time and Frequency 
Stability

Crystal controlled to better than 0.12 
vith external clock option better than 
20 ppm over operating temperature r&age,

Efficiency .78

Operating 
Temperature Range

-30 0 C to

Overload Protection Automatic ahut-of f at 3000 VA.

Underload Protection Automatic ahut-of f at current below 85 *A

Thermal Protection Automatic shut-off at internal temperature 
of 85'C

Dimensions 350 BC m 530 sa * 320 ac

Veight 25.0 kg

Motor-Generator

Type Motor flexibly coupled to alternator and 
Installed on a frame with carrying
handles.

Motor Briggs and Stratton, four s troke, C EP



Alternator Pemanent magnet type, 600 Hz, three
phase 230 V AC at full load.

Output Power

Dimensions

Weight

3500 V A maximum

520 am x 715 mm x 560 BID.

72.5 kg.

Total System

Shipping Weight 150 kg includes transmitter console.
motor-generator, connecting cables and 
reusable wooden crates.

In Table l the maximum output current f r on the transmitter at 
certain values of load resistance is given for each position of 
the output voltage selector switch. The maxittJTt load resistance 
limit occurs because of the built-in underload protection vMch 
shuts off the transmitter If the output is less than 65 mA. 
Figure 4 is a graph of output current vs voltage.

3. Theory of Operation

Power is supplied to the TSQ-3 transmitter through the alternator 
input connector from the three phase, 800 Hz alternator driven by 
a single cylinder, 4 stroke 8 HP engine. The Bain advantages of 
this brushless, permanent magnet alternator are: high efficiency, 
fclgh overload capacity, short circuit immunity and minimum main 
tenance. The 10 m long input cable bas four conductors, three for 
the three phases and the fourth to connect the alternator housing 
and the back pack to the TSQ-3 grounding lug. An additional 
grounding lug is provided on the mounting f rase of the motor- 
generator which must be grounded as veil.

Figure 5 is a block diagram showing the basic function of the 
TSQ-3 transmitter.

Two of three Input phases are sensed by the Overload Sensors. In 
case of an overload, the Protection Circuits open the solid-state 
Input Switches. The same action takes place if the output current 
drops below 85 mA, vhich is sensed by the Open Loop Sensor. If 
the current stabilization range of 20Z is exceeded, the Over-Range 
Sensor initiates the same action.



THE INDUCED POLARIZATION METHOD

Induced Polarization (IP) is the measurement of a residual 
voltage in rocks that remains after the interception of a 
primary voltage. It includes many types of dipolar charge 
distributions set up by the passage of current through 
consolidated or unconsolidated rocks. Among the causes are 
concentration polarization and electrokinetic effects in all 
rocks and the phenomenon of overvoltage in rocks containing 
electronic conductors such as metallic sulphides and graphite.

The term overvoltage applies to secondary voltages set up by 
a current in the earth which decays when that current is 
interrupted. These secondary effects may be measured by pick up 
or potential electrodes.

IP as we generally know it is a method of prospecting for low 
grade sulfide ores where metallic particles, sulfides in 
particular, give an anomalous response. Barren rock (with 
certain exceptions) gives a low response.

'In practise, IP is measured in one of two ways: In the pure 
form, a steady current of some seconds (nominally 2 seconds) is 
passed and abruptly interupted. The slowly decaying transient 
voltages existing in the ground are measured after interuption. 
This is know as "pulse" or "time domain" IP. The factor Vs/Vp 
is the integrated product for a specified time and several 
readings are averaged thus suppressing noise and coupling 
effects. The resultant "m" or chargeability is essentially a* 
unitless value.

The second method entails a comparison of the apparent 
resistivity using sinusoidal alternating currents of 2 
frequencies within the normal range of 0.1 to 10.0 cps. The 
factor used to represent the IP effect by this method is the 
Percent Frequency Effect (PFE) and is defined by
(Fl-F2)7Fl x 100** where RI and R2 are the apparent resistivities 
at the low and high frequency.

OSE and LIMITATIONS

The effective depth of penetration of any IP survey is a 
function of the resistivity of the surface layer with respect to 
the resisitivity of the lower layer. All arrays have different 
effects from this resistivity contrast - some are less affected 
than others. When the surface layer is 0.01 of the lower layer, 
the effective penetration is very poor hence the term "masking".



The size of the target therefore becomes important when 
detection is desirous under a conductive surface layer. The 
Frequency methods are the most adversely effected by masking 
as inductive coupling can be much greater than the response.

The IP effect vas initially developed for the prospecting 
of large porphyry copper ore bodies. Since that time, it has 
been successfully adapted for the search of sulphide bodies in 
the Canadian Shield and elsewhere. It is also useful as a 
structural mapping tool .
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INDUCED POLARIZATION SURVEY

The Time Domain Method for Measuring IP

There are tvo basic systems or methods for the measurement of IP:

a) Frequency Domain
b) Time Domain

In this lecture ve shall discuss the Time Domain method, its 
advantages and l imitations.

The phenomena of induced polarization h-as reported in the 
literature as early as 1920 by Schlumberger. However, modern 
development of the method in the V.S. are generally dated to 
fleil {1953). Kt.en a steady-state current into the earth J s 
interrupted, it j s observed that the voltage i.. or. j t ored at tone- 
point in the vicinity of the electrode generally does not 
immediately drop to zero. Instead, the voltage drops to s on.e 

" voltage V and thereafter decays kith the tin.e t oward *ero ( see 
Figure l).

CURRENT INTERRUPT ION
ii

vs(t)

sssssss S s

HWW. 1: Scheuttc Illustration of the transfer.! 
IP response.

ttiurwent i



The decay voltage or transient voltage indicates that the earth's 
resistivity is not simply resist i ve, but also has a reactive term 
too. The earth's resistivity is in general complex and might 
better be called an impedivity. The term complex resistivity is 
more frequently being invoked to describe the total nature of the 
earth's resistivity. Modern time domain or transient techniques 
for measuring IP have developed from this very simple method of 
observing the IP response. A measure of the IP response, called 
CHARGEABILITY (M), is simply the amplitude of the secondary or 
decay voltage Vs it) relative to the amplitude of the steady- 
state voltage measured Vp vhile the current *-as on (see Figure 
1).

The secondary voltage i s usuaJJy much smaller then the 
primary voltage, so it is usual to express the secondary voltage 
in units of millivolts vhile retaining the units of volts for the 
primary voltage. Thus, the units of IP as measured using a pulse 
transient technique are often giver, as ir.v/V. If the secondary 
voltage and the primary voltage ate expressed i r, the ean.e units, 
their ratio (i.e. Vs.'Vp) is a dimensionless fraction. Sometimes, 
therefore-, the IF response ( chargeability) *iJl be expressed a .? a 
percent.

The definition of chargeability as suggested in Figure l 
indicates that it is a function of time. Thus, there are an 
infinite number of possibilities for the definition of a single 
parameter fchich characterizes the measured chargeabjHity or IP 
response. Much of the ongoing IP research today is centered 
around studying the total decay curve or, equivalently, the 
frequency spectra of the IP response, to determine additional 
information pertaining to the nature of the source of the IP 
response.

Kodern time domain IP surveying instrumentation provides an
efficient *-ay of periodically repeating the experiment described
in Figure I. The time domain transmitter periodically pulses tie
current circuit. In addition, it comvutates the r-oJarity of the
pulses. The transmitter vaveforn. is illustrated ir, Figure 2.
It is standard practice for the current OK time to be equal to
the current OFF time. The ratio of the current OK time to the
fundamental repetition period of the transmitter is often called
the DUTY CYCLE and therefore vhen current on time equals the
current off time the transmitter has a 50 percent duty cycle. An
B sec repetition period 10.125Hz) and a 50 percent duty cycle is
the most common JP transmitter vaveform. However, there a re some
transmitters available for h hich both the duty cycJe and the
fundamental period can be varied.

II



PRIMARY TRANSMITTER 
WAVEFORM

SECONDARY VOLTAGE WAVEFORM \

DEFINITION OF NEWMONT IP PARAMETERS V 6 'L 1

RL 2 : Of V.t Hewurt IF P*r*r*te-i *t* *'i V .

Standard Definitions for Chargeability (K)

Figure l suggests that the IP parameter, chargeability 
varies vith time and BO it does. However, for practical reasons 
the entire1 decay curve is generally riot sampled. Instead, the 
secondary voltage is sampled one or nore tires at various 
inters Is.

Because the secondary voltage is received at extremely lo* 
levels in ir.any prospecting situations, Measurement s of its 
amplitude at any given time i s extremely suscept ible to noise. 
Therefore, the secondary voltage is usually integrated for a 
period of time called a gate. Thus, if the noise has a zero
mean, t he i ntegration Kill tend to cancel the noise. Figure 2
illustrates the "Kevmonf gates. The- Kevmont K factor is a 
standard time domain IP parameter throughout Korth America. The 
gate delay (i.e. the time after current interruption before 
integration starts), 0.45 sec teas chosen to allov. enough time for 
normal electromagnetic effects and any capacitive coupling 
effects between the transmitter and receiver to attenuate so that 
the secondary voltage consists only of the IP decay voltage.

in



In many, but not a JJ, prospecting situations, the 450 msec delay 
before integration i s sufficient time for any electromagnetic 
effects to have decayed away. The gate vidth is arbitrary but it 
is generally chosen to be an integral multiple of 60 Hz periods 
(i.e. 16.7 insect BO that the effect of 60 Hz noise is cancelled 
in the integration. The Kewmont M gate vidth is 39 periods long 
vhile the L parameter is 78 periods long. The Nevmont L factor 
as defined in Figure l is a parameter vhich helps to signal the 
presence of anomalous decay curve shape. The ratio of L to M 
(i.e. L/H) is unity whenever a typical IP decay curve is 
encountered. Khen L/K departs significantly f r on, unity in a 
prospecting s ituation, the presence of EN coupling is strongly 
indicated. The reader is referred to Swift (1973) for an 
analysis of this parameter.

Multiple Gate Time Domain Receivers

The foregoing discussion suggests that there is more 
in/or/j.ation in a t i r..e -don.a i n decay curve thar. a tindle 
chargeability. Indeed, contemporary research ir, the IF method is 
now directed tovard ar, analysis of the entire vaveforn.. In order 
to obtain ir.ore i nformation on the decay curve shape, most IF 
instrument manufacturers make a receiver which is capable of 
measuring more than one gate along the transient. Figure 3 
schematically illustrates one-half of a time domain waveform and 
4 arbitrary along the secondary voltage. The gate definitions 
are arbitrary, subject only to practical considerations mentioned 
earlier. However, the gates vhich are farther out in the decay- 
curve necessarily must integrate a signal of much lower 
amplitude. As a result, it is usual to increase the gate widths 
by some multiple of the first gate vidth. Figure 3 suggests a 
binary increase in the vidth. Some instruments choose the gate 
widths and calibration constants so that whenever a decay curve 
baving the standard shape of an IP response is measured, the 
chargeabilities measured at each gate are the same.

91SJKL 9 : fftg.'t X. tyrlcil eharoMbllltjr fit* tfrfinUlon er. c 
*ite tiar tfcweln IP receiver.
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Northern DevaJoprnent

Ontario

Report of Work Conducted 
After Recording Claim

TfsMtttCwOn NUflKMT

* -*- O t) Q

PereonallnfonTiattoncoleciod m tt* tom to obtainedInto tofcdJon ahoukt be oVected to the Provincial Manager. Mining Lande. Mmtoby of Northern Development and Mmas. Fourth Ftoor. 1SS Cedar Sheet.Sudbury. Ontario. P3E 6AS. telephone (70S) 670-7264.

Instructions: - Please type or print and submit in duplicate.- Refer to the Mining Act and Regulations for re Recorder.
- A separate copy of this form must be comptot- Technical reports and maps must accompany- A sketch, showing the claims the work is ass* ^AoSs^oo^Ti^bii^E—————————— 990

Recorded HoMerfe) -.
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f

TownehtoMrea M or Q Plan No.

Work Performed (Check One Work Group Only)
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ffHlB^trtAl UfAtfir

Including OnUng

Rehabilitation
Olhsr Authorized
Work

Assay*
Assignment from
ivO&eWv)
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Lj.vteorT'.-vc -/nteS'^ey - vt F SMOG*/ - /.P Sutu^y- (frjy#*i'*'-

RECEIVED
JLIL 1 0 1996

MINING LANDS BRAIMUH

Total Assessment Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs S AS" O W . O
Not*): The Minister may reject for assessment work credit al or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded holder cannot verify expenditures claimed in the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.
Persons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report)Name Address
(y\ t c. P.O t&x 362.

attach a schadufo M nscsasary)

*rtlflcatlon of BeneflcW Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse side
l certtry *st at the tJme fne work wu performed, the deJme oovwed k) IMe work report ware recorded In me currant hokter'e name or hekf under a beneficial Merest by the current recorded holder. Aft 11

Recorded Holder or (Signature)

ertmcatlon of Work Report
l certify that l have a pereonat knowledge of the fade eat forth hi mie Work report, having performed the work or witneesed same during andfor after Me completion and annexed report to true.

////rf
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depone No. Dele
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Ontario

Ministry of
northern Development
and Mines

Ministers du 
Devetoppement du Nord 
et des mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit
Etat des couts aux fins 
du credit d'evaluation

Mining Act/Loi sur les mines

Transaction No./N* de transaction

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This information will be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining claim(s). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands. Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines, 4th Floor, 159 Cedar Street. Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la presente formute son! 
recueillis en vertu de la Lot sur les mines et sen/iron! a tenir a jour un registre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute question sur la collece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. ministere du 
Devetoppement du Nord et des Mines. 159. rue Cedar, 4e etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/CoOts directs

Type

Wage* 
Salalres

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Fees 
Draft* de 
('entrepreneur 
et de I'expert- 
conseil

SuppHes Used 
Foumttures
Utilise**

Equipment 
Rental 
Location de 
iMtofiw

Description

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre
Reid Supervision 
Supervision sur le terrain

TH* . x 
i.i"Clm*6.JllCFjlP

' s'****rs

Typ*

Type

Amount 
Montant

*K0Vf.c

Totate 
Total global

0

4ft W/.*

Total Direct Costs J? 
Total des couts directs \ f5jOYf.

o 

o

2. Indirect Costs/Couts indirects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work.
Pour le remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, tes 
couts indirects ne sont pas admissibtes en tant que travaux 
d'evaluation.

Type

Transportatio 
Transport

Food and 
Lodging 
Nourriture et

in

H

M
hebergement
Mobilization and 
Demobilization 
Mobilisation et 
dcinoDilisction

Description

Type

EUbl Vbl

JUL 1 0 1996

NING LANDS BRANC

Amount 
Montant

)

i

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partM des couts Indirects

Amount Allowabte (not greater than 20H of Direct Costs) 
Montant admissibte (n'excedant pas 20 H de* couts directs)
Total Value of 
[Total of Direct i

• ••••niwlant t^f^fUt WA|*MB* Ijlja

ind ANowabt* d'evahMtto 
rToMdMet

toducrMN 
n
ritadtacte

Totals 
Total global

Note: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a -equest for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Note : Le titulaire enregistrg sera tenu de verifier les depenses demandees dans 
le present etat des couts dans les 30 jours suivant une demands i eel 
erfet. Si la verification n'est pas effectuee. le ministre peut rejeter tout 
ou une partie des travaux d'evaluation presentes.

Filing Discounts

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 100*Mi of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

Remises pour depot

1. Les travaux deposes dans tes deux ans suivant teur achevement sont 
rembourses a 100 (fc de la vateur totate susmentionnee du credft d'evaluation.

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
50"M) of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed
x 0.50

2. Les travaux deposes trois, quatre ou cinq ans apres tour achevement 
sont rembourses a 50 ^ de la vateur totate du credit d'evaluation 
susmentionne. Voir les cateuls ci-dessous.

Vateur totate du credit d'evaluation
x 0.50

Evaluation totate demandee

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs Attestation de l 'etat des couts

J'atteste par la presente :l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs que les montants indiques sont le plus exact possible et que ces
were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown depenses ont ete engagees pour effectuer les travaux d'evaiua: :n
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

that as
'^L

(Recorded Ho'der. Agent.

to make this certification

;n Company)

sur les terrains me q ues dans la formule de rapport de travail ci-jo;rt

l am authorized Et qu'd titre de. je suis autor se
ir : Ja re en-ec sve 'ep-esentanl. poste occup* dans la compagniei

a faire cette attestation.

Dale

Nota Dans cetie ' s. le f~ascu!in e?t j: r se a-, se's -*."i
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Value AMlgned from this Claim

CredHs you are claiming in this report may be cut back. In order to minimize the adverse effects of such deletions, please Indicate from 

which claims you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please mark (v) one of the following:

1. D Credits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.

2. D CredHs are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work.

3. O Credits are to be cut back as prtorized on the attached appendix.

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be implemented.

Note 1: Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc., with respect 

to the mining claims.

Note 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

l certify that the recorded holder had a beneficial interest in the patented 

or leased land at the time the work was performed.

Signature Date



Ontario
Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

July 23, 1996

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontar io 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Our File: 2.16662 
Transaction f : W9660.00333

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development t Mines
60 Wilson Avenue, 1st Floor
Timmins, Ontario
P4N 2S7

Dear Mr. White:

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDIT ON MINING LAND, 
CLAIM P.1128950 IN GEIKIE TOWNSHIP

Assessment work credit has been approved as outlined on the 
Declaration of Assessment Work Form accompanying this submission. 
The credit has been approved under Section 14, Geophysics (MAG, VLF, 
IP), of the Assessment Work Regulation.

The approval date is July 23, 1996.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Lucille Jerome at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

LBJ/jf

cc: Resident Geologist 
Timmins, Ontario

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, Ontario
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